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 One of the popular themes in the iconography of St. Francis and St. Dominic is 
that of presenting them in a friendly and fraternal embrace.1 For many centuries both 
Orders held a strong tradition that the two saints met on more than one occasion. This 
tradition was also the reason why the two Orders nurtured fraternal contacts between 
themselves, and celebrated together the feasts of their founders. The feeling of fraternity 
between the Minors and the Preachers was motivated by these traditions, but it is not so 
easy to provide a historic proof for them. Our aim is simply that of showing how the 
mediaeval Sources of the life of St. Francis describe these meetings between the two 
founders, without entering into the merits of the historic truth of such encounters. Before 
doing so, however, we present a short biographical profile of the figure of St. Dominic.2 
 
 
Biography of St. Dominic 
 
 Dominic was born around 1175 in the town of Caleruega, in the province of 
Burgos, diocese of Osma, in Castile, Spain, from Felix de Guzman and Johana de Aza. 
He studied liberal arts and theology at Palencia, where he acquired a thorough knowledge 
of Holy Scriptures. In the town of Osma he came to know the bishop Martin de Bazan, 
and felt that he had a vocation for priestly life. After his ordination he became a canon of 
the cathedral chapter, and began dedicating his time for reform, study and prayer in the 
canonical environment in which he lived. 
 In 1201 bishop Martin de Bazan died and was succeeded by Diego de Acebes. In 
1202 King Alfonso VIII of Castile entrusted to the new bishop the mission of Denmark. 
Diego took Dominic with him on two missionary expeditions in 1203 and 1205. After the 
second mission they both went to Rome to Pope Innocent III, and asked him to give them 
permission to dedicate themselves to the evangelisation of northern Europe, among the 
pagan Cumans. The Pope, however, did not let them do so. On their way back to Spain 
they visited Citeaux, and in 1206 they arrived at Montpellier. In those regions of southern 
France they met the papal legates that Innocent III had sent on a crusade against the 
Albigensian heresy. When Diego and Dominic saw how the mission of the legates had 
ended in complete failure, they decided to dedicate themselves to winning over the 
heretics back into the Church. They began to do so by living a poor and itinerant life, 
modelled upon the apostolic model. Innocent III was informed of their plan and approved 
it on 17th November 1206. That same year Dominic received his first companions, who 
immediately dedicated themselves to itinerant preaching, and founded the female 
                                                
1 CHRISTIE FENGLER STEPHANY, “The Meeting of Sts. Francis and Dominic”, in Franciscan Studies 47 
(1987) 218-233. 
2 Charles Tonna, Duminku ta’ Guzman.  Il-mixja Dumnikana l-bieraħ u llum, Pubblikazzjoni Dumnikana, 
Malta 2002. 
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monastery at Prouille for women who had converted from the heresy. The crusade against 
the Albigensians intensified, and in 1207 bishop Diego de Acebes died. Dominic was of 
the opinion that the methods used by the crusader preachers against the Albigensians 
were not effective, and he believed that it was only through the witness of a poor life and 
preaching that the heretics could be converted. After the Council of Avignon (1209), 
Fulk, the bishop of Toulouse, chose Dominic as his collaborator. Between 1209 and 1215 
Dominic evangelised the regions of Toulouse and Carcassonne. It was during these years 
that Dominic matured the charism of a founder of a new religious Order. 
 The method of preaching of Dominic was based on the doctrinal exposition of 
Scripture, particularly with the help of the Gospels, the Acts of the Apostles and the 
Letters of St. Paul, which he always carried with him. In the region of Languedoc 
Dominic drew up a programme of action for himself and his brothers preachers: namely 
that of speaking with God and speaking about God. 
 It was during this time that bishop Fulk of Toulouse and Dominic realised that 
their ministry of preaching had to spread to the entire Church. In 1215 Fulk took Dominic 
with him to Rome, where Innocent III was celebrating the Fourth Lateran Council. The 
same Council had prohibited new religious Orders from having their own Rules, but 
commanded them to choose one of the Rules already approved by the Church. Thus 
Dominic was forced to choose the Augustinian Rule. In 1216 the friars preachers went to 
live in the church of Saint-Romain in Toulouse. After the death of Innocent III in 1216, 
Pope Honorius III approved the new Order of canons on 22nd December 1216 and 
confirmed its mission. Thus was born the Order of Preachers. Dominic now sent his 
disciples to preach in Spain and France, whereas he remained in Italy. Honorius III 
endowed the new Order with many privileges. Dominic continued in his work as 
preacher. In 1218 in Madrid he founded a monastery for contemplative nuns. In 1219 he 
was in Paris and then went to Milan, Bologna and Viterbo, where he met Honorius III. 
 On Pentecost 1220 he presided over the first general chapter of the new Order, 
where new Constitutions were drawn up. In Rome Honorius III entrusted him with the 
monastery of St. Sixtus. In 1221 Dominic was in Bologna for the Pentecost chapter. In 
that year the Preachers were sent to England, Scandinavia, Poland, Hungary and the East. 
Together with his friend Cardinal Hugolino dei Conti di Segni, Dominic organised 
missions in northern Italy, but he had to return to Bologna since he became ill. Within the 
context of his apostolic journeys we find the tradition of two visions that often appear in 
iconographic representations, namely the vision of Saints Peter and Paul who entrust 
Dominic with the ministry of preaching, and Dominic who supports the Lateran Basilica 
(the same vision or dream of Pope Innocent III is attributed to St. Francis). 
 Dominic died in Bologna on 6th August 1221. He was buried in the basilica of the 
Friars Preachers in this university town. Pope Gregory IX declared Dominic a saint on 3rd 
July 1234 with the Bulla Fons Sapientiae, in which he states: “In Dominic I have found a 
man who lived in a full manner the way of life of the Apostles.”3 
 

                                                
3 The principal Dominican Sources are found in “Monumenta Historica S.P.N. Dominici”, Monumenta 
Ordinis Fratrum Praedicatorum Historica XVI, Rome 1935 [JORDAN OF SAXONY, Libellus de principiis 
Ord. Praed. (1223); Acta Canonizationis (1233); P. Ferrand, Legenda (1246-1247); HUMBERTO OF 
ROMANS, Legenda (1259)].  The same Pope Gregory IX had declared Francis a saint in Assisi on 16th July 
1228. 
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St. Dominic and St. Francis in the Franciscan Sources 
 
 One of the most widely known episodes in the life of St. Francis is the dream of 
Innocent III regarding the Lateran Basilica that was collapsing, and a short and poor man 
held it together in one piece. “The Pope was greatly amazed, especially since, before 
blessed Francis’ arrival, he had seen in a vision the church of Saint John Lateran 
threatening to collapse, and a religious, small and of shabby appearance, supporting it on 
his own shoulders.”4 This same dream is also found in the third Life of St. Dominic 
written by Constantius Medici in 1244-1245. According to him the dream of Innocent III 
took place in 1215, when Dominic accompanied bishop Fulk of Toulouse to Rome, 
during the Fourth Lateran Council. In the case of St. Francis the dream is said to have 
occurred in 1209-1210, when Francis went to Pope Innocent III to ask for approval of his 
evangelical Form of Life. 
 The famous encounter between St. Francis and St. Dominic, according to 
tradition, took place in 1215, during the celebration of the Fourth Lateran Council. There 
is, however, no historic proof that this meeting actually occurred. The Franciscan Sources 
tell us, however, that the two saints met in the house of Cardinal Hugolino. The account 
is given by the Assisi Compilation: 
 “Those two bright lights of the world, namely, Saint Francis and Saint Dominic, 
were once in the City with the Lord of Ostia, who later became Supreme Pontiff. As they 
took turns pouring out honey-sweet words about the Lord, the bishop finally said to them: 
‘In the early Church the Church’s shepherds were poor, and men of charity, not on fire 
with greed. Why don’t we make bishops and prelates of your brothers who excel in 
teaching and example?’ 
 There arose a disagreement between the saints about answering, neither wishing 
to go first, but rather each deferring to the other. Each urged the other to reply. Each 
seemed superior to the other, since each was devoted to the other. At last humility 
conquered Francis as he did not speak first, but it also conquered Dominic since, in 
speaking first, he humbly obeyed Francis. Blessed Dominic therefore answered the 
bishop, ‘My lord, my brothers are already raised to a good level, if they will only realise 
it, and as much as possible I would not allow them to obtain any other appearance of 
dignity.’ As this brief response ended, Blessed Francis bowed to the bishop and said: ‘My 
lord, my brothers are called ‘lesser’ precisely so they will not presume to become 
‘greater.’ They have been called this to teach them to stay down to earth, and to follow 
the footprints of Christ’s humility, which in the end will exalt them above all others n the 
sight of the saints. If you want them to bear fruit in the Church of God, keep them in the 
status in which they were called and hold them to it. Bring them back down to ground 
level even against their will. Never allow them to rise to become prelates.’ These were 
the replies of the saints. 
 When they finished their replies, the Lord of Ostia was greatly edified by the 
words of both and gave unbounded thanks to God. And as they left that place, blessed 
Dominic asked Saint Francis to be kind enough to give him the cord he had tied around 
him. Francis was slow to do this, refusing out of humility what the other was requesting 
out of charity. At last the happy devotion of the petitioner won out, and he devoutly put 
on the gift under his inner tunic. Finally they clasped hands and commended themselves 
                                                
4 L3C 51 (FAED II, 97). 
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to each other with great sweetness. And so one saint said to the other: ‘Brother Francis, I 
wish your Order and mine might become one, so we could share the same form of life in 
the Church.’ 
 At last, when they had parted from each other, Saint Dominic said to the many 
bystanders: ‘In truth I tell you, the other religious should follow this holy man Francis, as 
his holiness is so perfect.’”5 
 Thomas of Celano, giving us the same episode in the Remembrance of the Desire 
of a Soul, includes this interesting comment: “Your fathers, full of knowledge, look at 
each other as friends, their faces turned to the Mercy Seat” (cf. Exodus 25:20).6 St. 
Francis and St. Dominic, the fathers, are presented as the two Cherubs on the mercy seat 
of the Ark of the Covenant. In Christian tradition the Cherubs are spirits who contemplate 
God’s mystery. St. Dominic is often compared to a Cherub, because of his knowledge of 
the Word of God, as St. Francis is compared to a Seraph, because of the burning zeal of 
his love. 
 In the same text Celano mentions the great familiarity between the two saints, in a 
time when there was a lack of agreement and even jealousy between the Minors and the 
Preachers. In an encyclical letter written in 1246 by John the German, Prior General of 
the Preachers (1241-1252), we find these words: “Show yourselves affable and kind to 
the Friars Minor, for the Church conceived twins in her womb.”7 
 In The Treatise on the Miracles of St. Francis, Thomas of Celano mentions a 
miracle that occurred at Villesilos in Spain, when the people prayed God to free the 
vineyards from an infestation of worms. They cast lots to choose a saint to intercede for 
them, between St. Francis and St. Dominic. The saint who was chosen was Francis, but 
the lots were cast by a Dominican friar!8 
 It is interesting that St. Bonaventure, in The Major Life of St. Francis, that became 
the official biography of the saint in 1266, makes no reference to St. Dominic. However, 
his secretary, Bernard of Besse, who wrote The Book of Praises of Saint Francis after the 
general chapter of Padua (1276), mentions the meeting between St. Francis and St. 
Dominic in the house of Cardinal Hugolino: 
 “Blessed Dominic was also present and likewise opposed the promotion of his 
brothers. He clung to Blessed Francis by such devotion that he most devotedly wore 
under his inner tunic a cord which he had given him, said that he wished that Francis’ 
religion and his own could be one, and stated that he should be imitated for his holiness 
by other religious.”9 
 In the Sources of the late 14th century we encounter the tradition of St. Francis 
and St. Dominic who meet with Cardinal Hugolino during the Chapter of Mats, 

                                                
5 CA 49 (FAED II, 148-149).  The same episode is found in 2C 148-150 (FAED II, 342-344); MP 43 
(FAED III, 289-290).  The meeting between St. Francis and St. Dominic at the house of Cardinal Hugolino 
according to the accounts of the journeys accomplished by both saints during their lives, could only have 
taken place between the end of 1220 and the beginning of 1221, or maybe also between the end of 1217 
and 7th April 1218, since it was only on these occasions that we know that the three men were in Rome at 
the same time. 
6 2C 149 (FAED II, 343). 
7 “Litterae Encyclicae Magistrum Generalium”, Monumenta Ordinis Fratrum Praedicatorum Historica V, 
Romae 1900, 7-9. 
8 3C 190 (FAED II, 466). 
9 BERNARD OF BESSE, Liber de Laudibus beati Francisci, 5,4 (FAED III, 47). 
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celebrated at the Portiuncula on 30th May 1221. The episode, of which we shall present 
sections, is found in the Fioretti as well as in their Latin edition entitled Actus Beati 
Francisci et sociorum eius: 
 “The faithful servant of Christ, Saint Francis, once held a General Chapter at 
Saint Mary of the Angels, and at that chapter five thousand brothers gathered. Saint 
Dominic came there, the head and foundation of the Order of Brother Preachers, as he 
was then going from Burgundy to Rome. Hearing of the gathering of the General Chapter 
that Saint Francis was holding on the plain of Saint Mary of the Angels, he went to see it 
with seven brothers of his Order. Also at that Chapter there was a cardinal very devoted 
to Saint Francis whom he had prophesied would become pope, and that is what happened. 
The cardinal had come especially to Assisi from Perugia, where the Court was staying. 
He came every day to see Saint Francis and his brothers, and he sometimes sang Mass 
and sometimes preached a sermon to the brothers in the Chapter. […] Saint Dominic, 
who was present for all these things, was greatly surprised by the command of Saint 
Francis, and considered it lacking in discernment, being unable to imagine how such a 
great multitude could be governed without any care or concern for the things necessary 
for the body. But the principal shepherd, the blessed Christ, wishing to show His care for 
His sheep, and love for His poor ones, immediately inspired the people of Perugia, 
Spoleto and Foligno, Spello and Assisi and the surrounding areas, to bring food and drink 
to that holy gathering. […] For this reason Saint Dominic, on seeing these things, truly 
understood that Divine Providence was at work among them, and humbly recognised that 
he had falsely judged Saint Francis as lacking discernment in his command. Kneeling 
before Saint Francis, he humbly confessed his fault, and added: ‘God truly takes special 
care of these holy little poor men and I did not know it. From now on I promise to 
observe holy and evangelical poverty, and on behalf of God I curse all the brothers of my 
Order who presume to have something of their own in the Order.’ Thus Saint Dominic 
was very edified by the faith of the most holy Saint Francis and by the obedience and 
poverty of such a large and orderly assembly.”10 
 Another late Source is entitled De Cognatione Sancti Francisci (The Kinship of 
Saint Francis), written by Arnald de Sarrant in 1365, in which the author states: “Another 
of Christ’s confessors, Saint Dominic, also revealed more clearly in an earlier divine 
oracle the reform to be accomplished by him and Saint Francis when he recognised him 
in Rome without anyone pointing him out.”11 
 
 
 

                                                
10 Fioretti, 18 (FAED III, 595-597).  Same episode in Actus Beati Francisci et Sociorum Eius, 20 (FAED 
III, 475-478). 
11 ARNALD DE SARRANT, De Cognatione, 1,4c (FAED III, 682). The same episode is found in a Dominican 
hagiographical Source, by Gerard de Frachet (1257-1260): “Blessed Dominic then carefully studied his 
companion in that vision, for he did not know him previously. The next day, however, encountering Francis 
in the church (the Lateran Basilica), Dominic recognised him as the one he had seen during the night. He 
ran up and tenderly embraced him with a kiss, saying, ‘You are my comrade and will run together with me; 
let us stand together, and no adversary will prevail against us.’ He recounted to Francis his vision; and from 
that time on they became but one heart and one mind in God. They also enjoined their posterity to foster 
this fellowship for all time.” (FAED II, 787).   
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St. Dominic and St. Francis in the “Spiritual” Sources 
 
 There are various references to St. Dominic in the Franciscan Sources coming 
from the pen of the Spiritual friars of the end of the 13th and the beginning of the 14th 
century. A documented witness to the friendship between St. Francis and St. Dominic is 
given to us by Pierre Jean Olieu (Olivi) in his Lectura super Lucam: 
 “As a confirmation of this, I can narrate what I myself have heard from a most 
holy and revered priest, who is trustworthy, namely brother Bernardo Barravi, regular 
canon in the church of Carcassonne, who then joined the Friars Minor, in two sermons 
which he delivered to the novices in Béziers, where I also was a novice and heard him. 
He recounted the following episode. When he was still a canon and student of theology in 
Paris, St. Dominic, who was his colleague as a canon and friend, told him that he and his 
Order had accepted to reject all forms of property because of the example given to them 
by St. Francis and his brothers. When he went to Italy to the Roman Curia in order to 
obtain the approval of his Order, (Dominic) took the occasion to pass through Assisi and 
there see Francis who had gathered there together with a few thousand brothers for the 
General Chapter. He had been filled with admiration when he saw that they lived without 
bothering about tomorrow, and that the Lord provided for all their needs every day, 
through the devotion of Christians. When he went back to his friars, he told them that 
they could live securely even without having property, since he himself has seen that this 
was possible, and as a proof he quoted the example of Blessed Francis and his Order.”12 
 Ubertino da Casale, in The Tree of the Crucified Life of Jesus (1305), written on 
La Verna, states that, during the fifth age of the history of the Church, “the ones that 
shone brightest were Francis and Dominic, whose prototypes were Elijah and Henoch. 
The one was touched by the purifying coal of the Seraph and aflame with a heaven-sent 
ardour, so that he seemed to set the whole world alight. The other, like the Cherub with 
protecting wings outstretched, bright with the light of wisdom, prolific through his 
preaching, had a most radiant effect on a darkened world.”13 
 
 
St. Dominic and St. Francis in the Dominican Hagiographical Sources 
 
 In 1255, during the bitter conflict between the Mendicants and the Seculars in the 
University of Paris, the Dominicans and Franciscans fell under the attack of the secular 
masters, who accused them regarding the relevance of their vow of poverty. It was in this 
tense moment that the Master General of the Friars Preachers, Humbert of Romains, and 
the Minister General of the Friars Minor, John Buralli of Parma, addressed a joint 
encyclical letter to the brothers, in which they insisted upon the need for mutual unity 
according to the same ideal embraced by Francis and Dominic: 
 “To the Friar Preachers and Minors throughout the world, most dear and beloved 
in Christ Jesus: Brother Humbert, Master General of the same Preachers, and Brother 
John of Parma, Minister General of the same Friars Minor, send greetings to all. May you 
walk worthily and laudibly in your holy calling. 

                                                
12 Testimonia Minora, 97-99, in Fonti Francescane 2706. 
13 UBERTINO DA CASALE, Arbor Vitae Crucifixae Iesu, V, 3 (FAED III, 147). 
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 The Saviour of the world, who loves and wishes none of them to perish, has 
ceaselessly applied various remedies through different ministers in each generation to 
repair the human race after its primal fall. In these last days, which without any doubt we 
believe to be the end of the world, he has raised up our two Orders to the ministry of 
salvation, he has called many men to join them and enriched them with celestial gifts 
through which they might be able to work salvation effectively by words and example, 
not only for themselves, but also for others. These two Orders are, to speak of God’s 
glory and not our own, the two great lights (Gen 1:16), which by celestial light shine 
upon and minister to those who sit in darkness and in the shadow of death (Lk 1:79). 
These are the two trumpets (Nm 10:2) of the true Moses, of Christ our God, by whose 
ministry a multitude of peoples has already been called back to their source. These are the 
two Cherubim (Ex 25:17-22) full of knowledge, facing one another while they gaze on 
the same object, spreading out their wings to the people while they protect them by word 
and example, and flying about on obedient wings over the whole people to spread saving 
knowledge. These are the two breasts (Sg 4:5) of the spouse from which Christ’s little 
ones suck the milk by which they are nourished and receive saving increase. These are 
the two olive trees of the Son of splendour that stand by the Ruler of the whole earth (Zac 
4:3.14), ready for his command wherever his will might lead them to fulfil his mission. 
These are the two witnesses of Christ who, clad in sackcloth (Rv 11:3), are already 
preaching and bearing witness to the truth. These are the two shining stars that according 
to the Sibylline prophecy have the appearance of the four animals and in the last days will 
cry out in the name of the Lamb in the way of humility and voluntary poverty... 
 O what example of mutual love and peace our Fathers Francis and Dominic and 
the other early brothers left us! They willingly obliged themselves to this in their lifetime: 
they would manifest to each other the tokens of sincere love by seeing each other as 
angels of God, by receiving each other as if he were Christ, by anticipating each other 
with honour, by rejoicing mutually over successes, by exalting each other with praise,by 
promoting their mutual advantage, and by bewaring of mutual scandals and quarrels with 
the greatest diligence and prudence.”14 
 The historical context of this letter is interesting. The figure of St. Dominic and 
that of St. Francis are shown in an eschatological light, according to the prophecies of 
Joachim of Fiore (†1202), who had declared the 13th century as the last age, in which the 
antichrist would come, to be succeeded by the age of the Spirit and by a spiritual Church. 
This new age would be heralded by two prophets clad in sackcloth, who would preach 
penance. This interpretation fitted into the mission of the Franciscans and Dominicans, 
who saw this prophecy come true in the persons of their holy founders. At the same time 
both Orders, particularly in the University of Paris, were often in mutual rivalry. In front 
of the new danger looming from the Secular Masters of the University, who were 
questioning the very validity of the life of the Mendicants, the two Generals appealed to 
the holiness of Francis and Dominic, and to their mutual charity, in order to encourage 
the brothers to live in mutual concord and prepare them for the serious battle against 
those who were threating their very existence and identity in the Church. During the same 
time two great exponents of doctrine in both Mendicant Orders were teaching at the 

                                                
14 Original Latin text of the encyclical letter in: LUKE WADDING, Annales Minorum, III, 380-381.  English 
translation taken from FAED II, 771-772. 
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respective schools in the Paris University, namely Bonaventure of Bagnoregio and 
Thomas Aquinas. 
 Other Dominican chroniclers speak about St. Dominic and St. Francis. 
Constantine of Orvieto (1246-1248)15 presents the identical story found in Thomas of 
Celano regarding the dream of Innocent III who sees the Lateran Basilica being saved 
from collapse, this time, by St. Dominic. Gerard de Frachet (1257-1260)16 mentions the 
meeting of Dominic with Francis at the Latern. Jacopo de Voragine, in his Legenda 
Aurea (c.1255-1267)17 also mentions the meeting of Francis and Dominic in the house of 
Cardinal Hugolino. 
 The Benedictine chronicle, known by the name of Annals of Santa Giustina 
(1260-1270) says that, during the time of Innocent III, “divine providence, out of the 
treasure of its mercy, generated two great lights, namely the Order of Preachers and the 
Order of Friars Minor.”18 The Annals of Normandy also mention the birth of the two 
Orders: “During this time, in the region of Lombardy (that is, Italy), the Order of Minors 
was born, whose founder was a citizen of Assisi, called Francis. [...] At the same time 
there sprang up in the earth the Order of jacobites, founded by a certain Dominic from the 
region of Spain; later on these men chose for themselves the name of Preachers.”19 
 
 
St. Dominic and St. Francis in the Divine Comedy of Dante Aligheri 
 
 The Canto XI del Paradiso of the Divine Comedy by Dante Alighieri presents the 
two founders in poetic form: 
 “The Providence that rules the world with wisdom / so fathomless that creatures’ 
intellects / are vanquished and can never probe its depth, // so that the Bride of Him who, 
with loud cries, / had wed her with His blessed blood, might meet / her Love with more 
fidelity and more // assurance in herself, on her behalf / commanded that there be two 
princes, one / on this side, one on that side, as her guides. // One prince was all seraphic 
in his ardour; / the other, for his wisdom, had possessed / the splendour of cherubic light 
on earth.”20 
 Dante shows how divine providence, with a mysterious plan, sent into the world 
the two great lights, Francis and Dominic, for the good of the Church, bride of Christ, to 
lead her towards her spouse. Francis does so with the ardour of the Seraph, whereas 
Dominic shines with the wisdom of the Cherub. 

                                                
15 FAED III, 785. 
16 FAED III, 786-787. 
17 FAED III, 797-798. 
18 Annales S. Iustinae Patavini, in Monumenta Germaniae Historica, Scriptores, XIX, 151. Translated from 
the Italian edition in: FF 2274-2275.  
19 Chronicon Normanniae or Annales Normannici, in Monumenta Germaniae Historica, Scriptores, XXVI, 
514; LEMMENS, Testimonia Minora 20-21. Translated from the Italian edition in: FF 2276-2277. 
20 FAED III, 882-883. The Italian edition of the Fonti Francescane, 2105: “La provedenza, che governa il 
mondo / con quel consiglio nel quale ogne aspetto / creato è vinto pria che vada al fondo, // però che 
andasse ver’ lo suo diletto / la sposa di colui ch’ad alte grida / disposò lei col sangue benedetto, // in sé 
sicura e anche a lui più fida, / due principi ordinò in suo favore, / che quinci e quindi le fosser per guida. // 
L’un fu tutto serafico in ardore; / l’altro per sapienza in terra fue / di cherubica luce uno splendore.” 
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 Dante dedicates Canto XI to St. Francis, and places the praise of the saint on the 
lips of the Angelic Doctor St. Thomas Aquinas, whereas he dedicates Canto XII to St. 
Dominic, placing the praises on the lips of the Seraphic Doctor St. Bonaventure. 
 The close contact between the Franciscans and Dominicans has been strengthened 
by these documentary witnesses, and in a certain way idealised so as to promote mutual 
collaboration between the two Orders. To this very day, on the respective feastdays of the 
two founders, in many provinces of both Orders the friars still uphold the tradition of 
singing together the responsory: Seraphicus Franciscus et Apostolicus Dominicus, ipsi 
nos docuerunt legem tuam Domine – Apostolicus Dominicus et Seraphicus Franciscus, 
ipsi nos docuerunt legem tuam Domine. 
 
 
 


